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School Values
Dear Parents/Carers,
Our value for November is Courage.
This month at The Downley School, we will be looking at people who have shown the value of
Courage and have changed the world. Our assembly last month discussed the importance of Martin
Luther King and how he strived for Equality. The children were inspired by Martin Luther King’s
peaceful protests and how he brought around the change he wanted to see.
This month’s value of Courage also links well to Remembrance Day. We remember the Courage that
the soldiers showed in World War 1 and World War 2. We also remember how they fought and many
died to protect our country and our liberties.
Please discuss with your children how the act of Courage may be shown at school. As a school, we are
constantly promoting the ‘Anti Bullying’ message, i.e. that children are very much encouraged to tell
an adult if they are being bothered repeatedly by another child. However, children are sometimes
fearful of making the situation worse if they do. There is a zero tolerance attitude to bullying at TDS
and once we are aware of problems, they are dealt with very effectively. However, children often
need courage to tell an adult of their worries.
It will be wonderful to hear stories of Courage throughout this month.
With very best wishes,
Miss Ball
Values Leader

Reception
The Foundation children went down to The Dell last Monday. When they arrived back in the
classroom, they discovered that it was a mess and not how they had left it. The children immediately
started looking for clues to discover who could have left such a mess. Their questioning and careful
observations led them to the conclusion that it must have been Goldilocks. The children then learned
about the family of The Three Bears and enjoyed listening to stories about bears.
The children have continued to enjoy learning about their friends’ families and cultures.
In Maths, the children have been looking for shapes in the school environment and describing them.
They have had great fun looking for shapes within The Dell too, as well as making their own shapes in
the ground.

Outside, the children have enjoyed
making and tasting porridge. It was just
right! They have been using the puppets
and masks that they have made to retell
and role-play the story of Goldilocks and
The Three Bears.
In our writing area, the children have been
continuing to practise holding their pencils
in the pincer grip. They have been using
their phonic knowledge to write simple
sentences to describe and write facts
about bears.
The children have been having fun in the outdoor space. They have been building trains and charging
stations.

We have enjoyed looking at and listening to the children’s Learning Log tasks. Thank you for sharing
the WOWs in class. We look forward to sharing many more this half term.

Year 1
It has been such a wonderful start to the new term, with children really settling into their Year 1 routines! The
children have been showing such great independence by coming into school each morning, changing into the
wellies and joining us for our morning walk. It is a lovely opportunity to chat to the children and prepare
ourselves for the day ahead, as we softly begin our day.
As we have begun a new term, our topic focus has shifted slightly. We are beginning to look at belonging in a
more communal way. How do we belong to our community and what does that community look like? It is a
great way to investigate the memories of Downley in both the past and present, as we focus on life in the
Victorian era. We will be investigating the toys that were played with and what the life of child in the Victorian
days looked like.
Please look out for a letter about our forthcoming trip to Wycombe Museum. We can’t wait for the Victorian Era
to be brought to life in our “Marvellous Middle.”
Our Science theme is ‘Our Bodies’, where children are learning to label a variety of body parts and explain which
ones are used for our senses. We have been using these senses to discover our environment (a scavenger hunt
around the school looking for different textures and materials); to explore our sense of smell (using a variety of
adjectives to describe scents and widening our vocabulary as we learn words such as fragrant, musty, pungent
and aromatic); and even to investigate sounds (listening to lots different music and what instruments might
make the sounds).
We have explored the value of Courage by learning about Remembrance Day and the importance this day has
for Downley and the local community. The children recreated the art installation of poppies that surrounded the
Tower of London by creating their own clay poppies. They worked incredibly hard at moulding the clay (which
was extremely tricky!) and then used their excellent fine motor skills to delicately paint the fragile pieces. The
Year 2 children came along for a shared learning session and the Year 1s really impressed them with their
knowledge and skill. We hope the poppies have come back home in one piece as they definitely deserve pride of
place in your house!
In Maths, the children have been learning to find one half and one quarter of a shape or object or an amount.
This has been a tricky task but the children have shown great perseverance and are becoming wonderful mathmagicians. Last week we focused on the number bonds to 5, 10 and 20. The children especially enjoyed using
the number shapes to explore different ways of making 10. Please ask your children if they can remember any of
the pairs of numbers that make 5 or 10. Next week we will be looking at volume and capacity

Year 2
We hope you have had a relaxing and restful half term. As we begin to watch our surroundings change,
please could you ensure that your children are sent to school appropriately equipped for colder
weather and ready to walk the golden mile. Thank you to everybody who has been prepared since the
start of term. All of your efforts make a big difference.
We finished last half term on a successful and elated note with the PTA’s Sponsored Bounce. The
children highly enjoyed themselves and competed amongst each other to see who was able to score
the most bounces. All of the money raised is greatly appreciated and will make a huge difference to
our school.
Year 2 have been taking advantage of Learning Outside of the Classroom on a regular basis. This has
had a positive impact on the children and their learning. They have been conducting Science
experiments based on the effects of exercise on their heartbeat outdoors, as well as polishing their
mathematical skills by focussing on arrays, problem solving and multiplication out in the Dell. Please
can you also ensure that your children have wellington boots in school as they are required for
Outdoor Learning. With more designated outdoor spaces being built, we will be taking full advantage
of using these areas as part of our Irresistible Curriculum.

The children are now immersed within the story of 101 Dalmatians and have helped the RSPCA write a
non-chronological report on how to take care of dogs in the hope that it is seen by Cruella De Vil!
They are now preparing to write a letter to Cruella, asking her not to use the puppies to create her fur
coat. Co-incidentally, the children have had a surprise visit from Cruella who transformed the
Imagination Studio into Cruella Headquarters. The children were able to use a range of questions and
put Cruella on the spot! We look forward to reading their letters to her and hope that she will think
twice about the poor, innocent animals.
As part of our preparation for our Remembrance Assembly, the children have enjoyed using sponges to
create a textured image depicting Monet’s poppy fields in Argenteuil. They look very professional and
have been displayed in the entrance foyer which is fantastic to see.

Year 3
The children really enjoyed their trip to the River and Rowing Museum in Henley
just before the half-term break. We were very impressed with their impeccable
behaviour and good manners whilst working with the tutors from the Museum.
The classes were enthralled by The Wind in the Willows interactive display which
further enhanced their understanding of this classic tale. Outside on the
floodplain of the Thames, the children explored different habitats where moles,
badgers and water voles would live. In a classroom setting, the classes took part
in a carousel of The Wind in the Willows English and Science activities. Well
done to everyone for a very positive and enthusiastic day!

The children have recently been in The Dell to gather ideas for writing about ‘The
Wild Wood’ that Mole must pass through in order to visit Badger. The classes
gathered some amazing vocabulary and phrases to produce descriptive settings.
This also includes descriptions in threes, abstract nouns, prepositions and the use
of similes. Regular reading at home is so important to undertake as the children
love to experiment with vocabulary at school in our word games and writing.

In Maths, we have been using formal addition and subtraction methods, as well as learning and applying our 3 x,
4x and 8x tables! Well done to lots of the children who seem to be working hard on embedding their tables. This
will help to make them really confident mathematicians.
Children of all abilities are encouraged to use manipulatives (actual items) in class to demonstrate their
understanding of Maths eg through counters, cubes, numicon and dienes apparatus. We will shortly be moving
on to ‘Time in analogue and digital versions’, so please encourage your child to be telling the time every time
you go out. All the Maths topics we study each week can be found on the Year 3 blog under ‘Year Group
Information and scroll down to the bottom of the page eg Maths Overview for Parents.ppt
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Year+Group+Information&pid=325

In History, we have begun to explore the Bronze Age and the importance of
this metal to create durable items and for trading. The children have been
amazed by how Stonehenge could have been constructed and they had to
make up a dramatic ‘Newsround Report’ to explain that one of the pieces was
found to be missing!

We have also started to revisit ‘Coding’ with the children in Computing
this week. Coding is a basic literacy in the digital age and it is important
for children to understand and be able to work with the technology
around them. Having children learn coding at a young age prepares
them for the future. Coding helps children with communication,
creativity, Maths, writing, and confidence. The children have their
passwords for Purple Mash stuck in their reading journals, should they
wish to explore the coding software ‘2Code’ (Gibbon Level) further.

Year 4
We hope the children enjoyed their half term break. We are looking forward to
another busy, yet exciting, few weeks!
In English, we have been looking at other pieces of literature and writing book
reviews. This week, we have been reading ‘The Giving Tree’ by Shel Silverstein. We
have been discussing our thoughts and feelings about the short story, as well as
questions and connections to other forms of literature. We will be analysing the
text to write a book review about the story. We would like to discuss what the
children are reading at home along with our class reading. Please encourage your
children to read different forms of literature, such as short stories, poetry and
newspaper articles to ensure a well-rounded passion for reading.
Maths
The children have been learning about factors and factor pairs to solve mental calculations. They have been
building up their mathematical vocabulary as well as becoming more proficient at remembering their times
tables. In addition, they have focused on developing the corresponding division facts. Mathletics and Times
Tables Rock Stars continue to be set on a weekly basis.
Science
We have started exploring the digestive system and created our own model using bananas, biscuits, a plastic
wallet, a cup and tights! In the coming weeks, the children will be able to identify the different teeth and
function that they have.
We are continuing to investigate ‘Teeth’ this month, so do ask the children what they have learnt so far… we are
currently planning an investigation into toothpaste. Next week we would like some children to bring in an
unbranded or branded toothpaste so we can compare its performance with a homemade version. Look out for
our results on Twitter!
Metacognition
This is the understanding that your abilities grow if you challenge yourself and exercise your brain by trying new
things and doing your best all the time. It is by making mistakes and by trying again that we develop resilience;
everyone learns from making mistakes. By moving into the ‘Learning Pit’, we challenge ourselves to become
better learners. There are examples of the children’s Learning Pits on display in the entrance hall.
Swimming
The Sea Turtles have been enjoying their swimming lessons at the Wycombe Leisure Centre. They have been
learning different strokes, such as front crawl, back crawl and butterfly. This week, they are learning about
water safety and how to survive in dangerous water situations. The goal for the end of their swimming sessions
is to be able to swim 25m (one pool length) without stopping and showing a good technique.
Design & Technology
The children have started to design a picnic blanket in DT (linked to their central quality text, ‘The Wind in the
Willows’. They have been planning their design and colours and will begin to make the loom for their weaving
project next week. These should be finished in time for Christmas.
School Trip
We are looking forward to going to the River and Rowing Museum on Wednesday, 27th November. Please
ensure that all reply slips are returned to the office by Friday, 22nd November.
Year 4 Christmas Production
Rehearsals are now underway for our production. Please encourage your child to learn their lines to the songs
and from the script.
Mrs Bojarski, Miss Ball, Mr Khan & Ms Meda

Year 5
Welcome back to another term at The Downley School. We hope that you had a lovely half term break.
Before the holidays, the children have been working on several interesting projects that include:
learning the Point Evidence Explain principle, writing a newspaper report about their own midnight
garden, further investigating space and how it works and using angles to create a hypothetical bike
wheel. After the half term break, we have led a Remembrance assembly, participated in Bike-Ability
and there is much more to come (please stay tuned).
During English work, the children have enjoyed writing a newspaper report about their own magical
midnight garden; some had Grape Fanta rivers, others had Gummy bear houses or even Snow Leopard
sanctuaries. As we are advancing further through the year, it is important, and expected that the
children back their point with evidence from the book and can justify why they feel a certain way –
using the P.E.E principle. This half term, the children have been applying the P.E.E principle to Tom’s
Midnight Garden to be able to explain their thoughts and feelings on what they’ve read.
In Maths, we have been looking at angles. This includes drawing angles and understanding how we can
use them in a practical setting. Our next step is to focus on area and perimeter then factors of a
number.
In P.E., we have been working on hand-eye coordination, communication, catching and throwing
ability and spatial awareness, moving into space and using space to create attacking opportunities. We
have also created engaging posters on the importance of eating well.
In Science, we have been studying the Moon and how it orbits the Earth, as well as how the Earth
orbits the Sun and Day and Night - especially how day and night affect the time zones i.e. midday in
London is 11pm in Sydney.
Throughout the last few weeks in History, we have looked at Alfred the Great, created descriptive
settings from the perspective of a Viking and written diary entries. We have also looked at the
importance of the treaty between the Vikings (Guthrum) and the Anglo Saxons (Alfred the Great).
Mr Jenkins and Mrs Sandhu.

Year 6
Last week, we were very privileged to be the first pupils in School to witness the arrival and construction of a
Mongolian yurt. This special space will be used by every class and all year round for Learning outside the
Classroom. It has been built in an area of the school grounds to be known henceforward as “The Broken Oak”.
This is in honour of the ancient oak tree to be found there which is estimated to be many hundreds of years old.

The yurt has been purchased through the Tesco blue token scheme (thank you to all of you who supported this)
as well as a portion of the funds raised by the PA. Year 6 pupils were given the unique opportunity to interview
the men constructing the yurt and learned so much in the process. The children took notes and then returned to
the classroom to record their responses and plan and write blogs about this momentous event. We made sure
that the children included recent SPAG work with the focus on relative clauses, both embedded and not
embedded, as well as a variety of phrases – prepositional, expanded noun and adverbial.
The children asked excited questions and made many observations, such as:
What is a yak? Where is Mongolia? Why use yak’s wool to make a yurt and not the wool of other animals? What
is the thickness of the wood? What is the biggest yurt ever made? How long do they last? Do all people in
Mongolia live in a yurt? Do they have electricity or heating? Why are there patterns?
In the coming months, we are sure that all the classes and teachers will have tremendous fun deciding how they
will use the yurt for their “Learning Outside of the Classroom”.
Further excitement ensued on Monday when Year 6 pupils visited Hughenden Manor for the day to travel back
in time to the Victorian era which has provided another blogging opportunity to practise writing skills, as well as
a stimulus for our work on the theme of Belonging, linked to the novel Tom’s Midnight Garden. Thank you very
much for helping to provide the children with their splendid costumes. We had a wonderful variety which really
added to the atmosphere of the occasion.
On our arrival at Hughenden Church, we were segregated into rich and poor Victorian parishioners, singing
carols on Christmas Eve. We learned about the work of the parson and also discovered why Boxing Day is so
called.
Following this, we headed for the study bases near the Manor where we discovered how the rich and poor
celebrated at Christmas time and why. There were drama and further dressing up opportunities, as well as
mystery historical objects to identify and Victorian decorations to create. We met a poor woodman who shared
with us various artefacts that would have been used by his family to run the household such as dolly pegs,
mangles and flat irons.
We also visited the Manor house itself and examined some very important rooms linked with Benjamin Disraeli,
our former Prime Minister. We were very proud of the children and how they behaved throughout the day.
They were wonderful representatives of our school. I hope you have heard all about our visit.

Year 6
In Maths, the Giant Pandas are proving to be the current Times Tables Rock-stars Champions in our weekly
challenges. Well done to Kieran, “the most valued player”. In classwork, the focus has been on the properties of
various polygons, including the range of triangles and quadrilaterals. This has also given practice in drawing
angles using a protractor. Next we move on to an addition and subtraction unit which will give opportunities for
estimating and applying skills in problems linked with units of measure, as well as finding averages. Mrs Scanlon
is pre-teaching Fractions in her Friday group work.
In Science we continue to focus on the heart and how it functions which will soon lead to practical work. Have
you seen the information letter about our proposed activity to dissect a lamb’s heart on 20th November? In
Design Technology, the classes are working in groups to design and write instructions for outdoor games for
younger children. These games will be tested and modified on Year 2 and Year 5 as part of the review process.
This is another activity where we are “Learning Outside of the Classroom”. Miss Shafi continues to teach French
each week and the children are responding very positively to different games and activities to practise their
language skills when talking about shapes, colours and prepositions. They will use this vocabulary to describe
artwork by Henri Matisse.
Thank you for your support with all homework activities. We were excited to send home the new set of Learning
Logs tasks recently and always enjoy sharing the outcomes in class. We also put examples on display and on the
School’s Twitter account.
Please note that on Thursday, 28th November, at 6pm, we will hold an information meeting in the main hall
about our residential visit to The Frontier Centre in Northamptonshire, which is due to take place in the Summer
term. If you are unable to attend, then we will send a letter home. The slideshow from the evening will also be
put on the School Website. Please let us know if you have any questions.
And finally … Congratulations must go to our football team who enjoyed wonderful success in a local league
competition recently. Please see the separate report below from Mr Rushant. Thank you to all the members of
staff and parents who support our participation in sporting activities. We could not do it without you! Good luck
to the girls in their netball and football competitions also.
The Year 6 Team

Our Heads’/deputies’ BLOG
There have been a few different things going on this week including the arrival of a brand new yurt.
A yurt is a bit like a small hut where Mongolian people live and travel with from place to place. We
will now use this yurt as an Outdoor Learning classroom. It is being built in a newly named area
called
This place is near where The Downley School pond area. (That is the
picture at the bottom!!!)
The Year 6 boys had another football tournament in Hamilton School on Saturday, 9th November
2019. They all did a fantastic job and won it.
The Year 3, 4 and 5 pupils performed a special poem, In Flanders Field, for Remembrance Day
Assembly last Monday, 11th November. Also, Year 5 children have been very busy as they were doing
bike ability training, so they are safe when riding bikes.
Year 6 could not be at the Remembrance Assembly in school as we were visiting Hughenden Manor
to learn about the Victorians at Christmas. We dressed up as Victorian people. There is more
information about this in the Year 6 newsletter. However, during the visit we still observed the 2
minutes’ silence, just like all the children and adults back in School.

Our Mongolian Yurt
Thank you for reading our Blog!
By the Heads and Deputies of The Downley School.

Sports - Mr Rushant
Year 6 – Boys’ Football
Last Saturday, 9th November, a selection of Year 6 boys represented the School in the High Wycombe
and District Primary School Football Association Cup at Hamilton Academy. The winners of this
tournament would then go on to play other schools from the County.
The Downley School played amazingly, in increasingly cold and wet conditions, and ended up
victorious, winning on penalties in both the semi-final and final stage of the competition. The teams
that they had to overcome en-route to the final were all extremely good and gave our team a tough
test.
I am so proud of all the boys who played and wish them good luck in the next stage taking place on
Saturday, 16th November in Haddenham, where they will be playing champions of other districts across
the County.
Mr. J Rushant
PE Leader

Family Worker
Mentors
We now have our mentor programs up and running in School. As well as our existing Staff Mentors, we
now have Peer Mentors. A group of Year Six children have been trained by Bucks Mind to offer peer
support. They have delivered an assembly to the children in Key Stage 1 upwards and they will be
offering playground and Drop-In-Room support on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday break time. The
Peer Mentors will have a rota so they only give up one playtime a week and they will be supported by
Mrs Tyrrell and myself.
The World Health Organisation defines mental health as “a state of well-being in which every
individual realises his or her own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work
productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or her community.”
Here at The Downley School, we believe that everyone should be aware of their own mental health
and know what to do and who to speak to when they know they are finding something difficult. We
want our children to do this from an early age and to understand that talking about how we are feeling
emotionally (scared, worried, loved, excited etc.) is just as important and normal as sharing how we
feel physically, e.g. I have a headache.
Mrs Carr
Family Worker

Stars of the Week

KS2 Celebration Assembly - Friday 25th October – Stars of the Week
Dugongs
Amber, Adi
Sea Turtles
Maahi, Dean
Hippos
Joseph, Sophie, Ruby
Black Rhino
Lydia, George
Giant Pandas
Wei-Jet, Zac, Eliisa
Polar Bears
Isabella, Jack

KS1 Celebration Assembly - Friday 8th November – Stars of the Week
Silky Sifakas
Gorillas
Ring Tailed Lemurs
Spider Monkeys
Amazon River Dolphin
Great White Sharks

Dylan, Amber
Iselin, Joshua
Isabelle, Amelia
Saffa, Joe
Milla, Iris
Layla, Rohan

Golden Ticket Winners
Our golden ticket winner on Friday 25th October 2019 was Kieran – Giant Pandas
Our golden ticket winner on Friday 8th November 2019 was Alessandro – Silky Sifakas

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.
We are proud to say that our whole school attendance for
the last academic year was 96.5%.
Our current attendance percentage is ****
Weekly Attendance Report for w/c 21st October 2019
Class
Bengal Tigers
Snow Leopards
Gorillas
Silky Sifakas
Ring Tailed Lemurs
Spider Monkeys
Amazon River Dolphin

% Attendance
94%
94%
95.33%
94.83%
97.24%
96.90%
97.99%

Class
Great White Sharks
Dugongs
Sea Turtles
Hippos
Black Rhinos
Pandas
Polar Bears

% Attendance
96.67%
98%
92.33%
98.67%
94.33%
94.29%
92.50%

Well done to Hippos for your 98.67% Attendance.

Weekly Attendance Report for w/c 4th November2019
Class
Bengal Tigers
Snow Leopards
Gorillas
Silky Sifakas
Ring Tailed Lemurs
Spider Monkeys
Amazon River Dolphin

% Attendance
98.67%
96.67%
96.67%
93.93%
95.52%
98.62%
88.21%

Class
Great White Sharks
Dugongs
Sea Turtles
Hippos
Black Rhinos
Pandas
Polar Bears

% Attendance
96.67%
96.33%
94.67%
94%
98.67%
95.71%
95.36%

Well done to Bengal Tigers & Black Rhinos for your 98.67% Attendance

School Office
Adverse Weather
During the winter months with the threat of snow and ice, please be advised to check the ‘Bucks Schools
Closures’ website (https://closures.buckscc.gov.uk/) for any changes to school times or closures in the event of
adverse weather conditions. The decision to make any changes to the school hours is made with the safety of all
pupils and staff in mind. Safety on the way to school and on the school site is paramount and we will ensure that
the school is open as usual if it is safe to do so.
Uniform – Seasonal Change
We have noticed that some pupils are still wearing summer uniform. Please ensure your child is wearing winter
uniform in line with the uniform policy.
Parking
A REMINDER THAT NO PARKING IS PERMITTED ACROSS THE ENTIRE SCHOOL SITE.
You should not be dropping your child off by car within the school grounds. Please ensure you abide by this
school policy as it is for safety of the pupils and staff across the school site.
After School Clubs
If your child attends after school clubs, please notify the relevant clubs and Admin Office if they will not be
attending their session.
Walk to School
Hopefully you are aware of the Walk to School initiative which we run in conjunction with Bucks County Council.
Your child will be given a card which can be stamped each day that they walk to school. On completion of this
card, they will be given a small prize, a replacement card and a letter which offers discounts on activities within
the Bucks area such as free swimming, golf, bowling and many more.
If your child has not yet registered for the scheme, you can collect a registration form from Reception. With the
new start of day arrangements, our stamping station is now by the scooter rack to the right of the green gate.
We rely on volunteers to run this initiative and are currently looking for a stamper for Tuesday morning. It only
take 15 minutes in the morning and the children love completing their card, so please do get in touch with the
School Office if you are able to help.

The Downley School Diary - 2019/2020
Events that parents may attend are in blue.
PA events are in green
Note: Some dates are provisional and subject to change.
*Please note two other inset date is yet to be confirmed for this academic year.
** Information to follow.
November 2019
Saturday 16th November
PA – Family Photo Session
th
Monday 18 November
Flu Vaccination
th
Tuesday 19 November
Y5 – Metro Bank Trip
st
Thursday 21 November
Individual School Photos
Monday 25th November
Y1 – Wycombe Museum Trip
th
Wednesday 27 November
Y4 Trip - Henley River & Rowing Museum
th
***Thursday 28 November
Frontier Meeting - Year 6
th
Friday 29 November
Mufti Day - PA
th
Saturday 30 November
PA – Christmas Fayre
December 2019
Wednesday 4th December
Y5 – Trip Science Museum
th
Tuesday 10 December
Reception Christmas Production**
th
Wednesday 11 December
KS1 Christmas Production (Y1 & Y2)
th
Thursday 12 December
KS1 Christmas Production(Y1 & Y2)
Friday 13th December
Christmas Jumper Day – Save the Children
th
Friday 13 December
Christmas Lunch
th
Monday 16 December
Y4 Christmas Production**
th
Tuesday 17 December
Y4 Christmas Production**
Tuesday 17th December
PA Panto Trip – The Swan
th
Wednesday 18 December
Festival of Carols **
January 2020
Thursday 19th December – Friday End of Term – Christmas Break
3rd January
Monday 6th January
Inset Day
th
Tuesday 7 January
Return to school – Start of Term
th
Tuesday 14 January
Open Morning – New Reception Intake

9.00 – 5.00

6 PM
11.00 – 2.00

2.00 – 3.00PM
9.30 – 10.30 AM
5.30 – 6.30 PM

2.00 – 3.00PM
6.30 – 7.30 PM
5.30
3.00

9.00-10.30

